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DEVELOPING A CULTURE IN A CHURCH
by
Rev. David Christy,

Pastor of First United Methodist Church, Gastonia

One of the great things about getting to
be a local church pastor is that we are
allowed to witness different "ways of
being" (culture) local churches. Each
church has its own culture. I think the
role of the clergy is to remind the church
what they already know: the culture
reflects the God who calls us into
ministry together! We can realize that through intentional prayer groups, Wesleyan
accountability groups, or other shared ministry... More

Rev. David Christy recommends two books that read together by small
groups or staff members can affect the culture of a church.
PAY THE PRICE by Terry Teykl

This is a power-packed book full of ideas backed by scripture on
how a congregation can grow in using prayer... More

DEEP CHANGE
by Robert E. Quinn

Open this book at your own risk. It contains ideas that may lead to a
profound self‐awakening. An introspective journey for those in the
trenches of today's modern organizations, Deep Change is a survival
manual for finding our own internal leadership power... More

CULTURE IS EVERYTHING
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Brian Zehr writes about the importance of culture and how leaders can impact the
culture of a church or organization. Culture, in its simplest form, adds together a
church's highest priorities (its values) with a distinct dialogue (an intentional
narrative), supported by a clear, consistent set of actions. Not just a once‐in‐a‐lifetime
set of actions, but behavioral patterns that are regular and rhythmic... More

FREE WEBINAR - YOUR CULTURE: YOUR CHURCH'S
GREATEST GROWTH RESOURCE!
Join Intentional Impact in a free live webinar on Your Culture: Your Church's
Greatest Growth Resource on Wednesday, May 10. You'll learn:








Why culture is the biggest
difference‐maker in every aspect of
your church
Proven ways to impact your
church's culture
Culture "must‐haves" that will
effectively grow your church
3 REAL LIFE stories of pastors who
have successfully used this exact same system to generate growth
2 ways you can begin immediately shifting your culture

More

WHAT IS ORGANIZATIONAL CULTURE? AND WHY
SHOULD WE CARE?
by Michael D. Watkins
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This article provides several ideas on how to
develop an intentional culture within an
organization. While it's targeted toward the
workplace, there are several suggestions that are
relatable to a local church or ministry
organization... More

IT'S NOT THE BOTTOM, IT'S THE FOUNDATION
by Seth Godin

Leaders can influence the organization (or church)
in signficant ways. This article helps leaders
understand how the leader sets an example in
action and words, provides clarity and consistency,
and recognize that attitudes can change a
culture... More

CULTURE MAPPING
This website gives information about mapping
your culture. The culture map allows you to have
a conversation about three key elements:
outcomes,
behaviors,
enablers
and
blockers. Here you will see multiple articles on
culture mapping, its history, best practices, and
concrete tips...More

CRACKING YOUR CHURCH'S CULTURE CODE
by Dr. Sam Chand, President Emeritus of Beulah Heights University

Dr. Sam Chand, President Emeritus of Beulah Heights University and
leadership consultant has created a resource for leaders to take an
assessment of their team's culture...Free Culture Survey
He has also written a book, Cracking Your Church's Culture Code
which describes five easily identifiable categories and diagnostic
descriptions...More
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SEARCH THE LEAD WEBSITE FOR OTHER RESOURCES
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Try it free today
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